
The Lockhart 
House -

Wash Day



Early settlers did not have electricity and plumbing. Have you 
ever wondered how they did everyday activities like laundry?

Well, lets head to the Lockhart house to see how the family 
worked together to clean their clothes 200 years ago. 



● Laundry was hard work and could take all day to finish, and therefore, 
on laundry day there was little time available for preparing a meal.

● A large meal was prepared for dinner on a Sunday so that there were
leftovers for wash day.

● This meant that many early settlement families would do laundry on a 
Monday. 



The process of doing laundry 200 years ago, as well as 
today, involves a lot of chemistry which is a type of 
science.
There are a number of different branches of science. Here are a few of the more common ones.  

● biology is the study of living things
● botany is the study of plants
● chemistry is the study of what matter things are made of and how matter changes when two or 

more are combined.
● biochemistry - if you combine biology and chemistry, you get biochemistry - the chemistry of living 

things
● meteorology is the study of the weather
● physics is the study of energy - light, sound, heat, electricity, and motion
● anthropology is the study of humans
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Using the types of science from the previous page unscramble these words.



● The night before laundry day, the washing was sorted and the white 
items were soaked in lye and water.

● Lye is a mixture of chemicals that is used in cleaning and in making soap.

● All white clothes were rinsed twice and blueing was put in the water.

● Blueing is a chemical used to stop the yellowing of white fabrics which 
happens over time. 



● On wash day the family would wake up early to get ready for the full day 
of work ahead.

● One of the children would be sent to get the wash water from a nearby 
creek, stream, pond, lake, rain barrel or well. 



● A yoke and buckets were used to carry the 
water back to the house.

● The yoke is a simple tool that was carried on a 
person's shoulders to make it easier to carry a 
heavy or awkward load.

● The buckets were made from canvas material.
This material is lightweight and can hold water 
well. 

● When using the bucket the first time, some 
water will leak through the canvas but it soon 
becomes more watertight as it absorbs water, 
making each strand of fabric expand.



Firewood was also gathered to 
build a fire to heat the water.



● Back at the house the water was added 
to a large pot over a fire.

● The water was heated until it was 
boiling, then the clothes were placed 
into the water to loosen the dirt.

● Someone would have to agitate, or stir 
the clothes, by using a 2- to 3-foot-long 
wooden paddle or stick. This helped get 
more dirt out.

● The clothes were then put into a large 
wash basin of warm water to treat any 
remaining stains with lye soap or other 
stain removal treatment.



● A variety of items were used to take stains out of the clothing. 

● Chalk, brick dust, and pipe clay were used on greasy stains. 

● Alcohol treated grass stains, kerosene stains and blood stains. 

● These ingredients were rubbed into the stain and then 
scrubbed by hand.



● Bleaching helps whiten, 
brighten and remove stains 
from white clothes.

● Everyday ingredients with a 
high ammonia content like 
lemon or onion juice, human 
urine or hog manure were 
often used for bleaching.

● Ammonia is a colorless gas 
that has a sharp smell and 
can be easily made liquid by 
cold and pressure.



● Clothes were also commonly starched.

● Starching the clothes helped to leave them feeling 
and looking crisp, somewhat stiff, and free of 
wrinkles. 

● Adding starch to the clothes makes dirt and sweat 
stick to it, and not the clothes, so it makes removing 
stains easier with less damage to clothing.

● 200 years ago the early settlers made their own 
starch.

● Anything high in carbohydrates, including flour, 
cornstarch, grated potatoes or rice, was boiled in 
water to create a starching agent.



● After all the scrubbing, starching and bleaching, the clothes 
were washed thoroughly again in clean water and then wrung 
out.

● Wrung out means to squeeze or twist wet materials in an 
attempt to remove the water.

● The clothes were now ready to be dried.



● Clotheslines could be made 
from braided horse hair or 
other fibers, but items could 
also simply be placed over 
fences, on the grass or tree 
branches. 

● Laying the clothes out on the 
grass was another way of  
bleaching them using a 
chemical reaction between the 
sun and grass.



So now that you have seen how the early settlers 
washed their clothes, which involved lots of 

examples of chemistry, do you want to try your own 
chemistry experiment?

For this experiment you will need 
the follow materials:

• A clear glass or jar
• A clear carbonated drink 

• About 4 to 6 raisins



Bobbing Raisins

1.  Pour the carbonated drink into the glass or jar.
2.  Drop the raisins in.
3.  Wait to see what happens to the raisins!!!



WHY DID THE RAISINS BOB UP AND DOWN?

● It’s a chemical reaction.  The bobbing up and down happens 
because the bubbles of carbon dioxide gas in the drink are much 
less heavy than the drink or the raisins.

● The raisins are heavier than the carbonated drink, so that is why  
they sink at first.

● The gas bubbles from the drink attach to the wrinkles on the raisins.

● When the raisins are covered with the bubbles they become lighter 
than the drink, so they start to rise.

● When they get to the top, the gas bubbles start bursting and then 
the raisins become heavier than the drink again so they sink.

Once the raisins start bobbing up and down, they will continue to rise 
and fall for about an hour.



Well that is the last of the laundry hung to dry for today.

It has been a long day full of hard work. It is time for the whole 
family to relax by the fire for a bit.

Hope to see you again soon!


